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Coffee tables

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR VIPP COFFEE TABLE

A Vipp product is crafted from a design heritage dating back to 1939, where the 

quality of our products is measured on their ability to provide experiences out 

of the ordinary. Vipp’s venture into architectural projects like the Vipp Hotel 

has prompted the desire to develop a line of Vipp furniture to inhabit these 

spaces. Designed and manufactured by Vipp, the coffee table is uniquely co-

herent combining solid, high-quality materials and refined detailing. 

Just like the first Vipp pedal bin from 1939, this table is timeless in its aesthe-

tics, highly tested in its function, and valued for the joy inherent in its daily use.

We hope you will enjoy your Vipp coffee table for many years to come.

Kasper Egelund

CEO of Vipp and grandson of founder, Holger Nielsen



PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The Vipp coffee table comes in two sizes and features a three-legged frame of black powder-coated aluminum and 

a durable top of either marble or oak veneer. Hovering above its frame, the tabletop adds a light feel to the sturdy 

components while the organic materials of stoneware and wood softly compliment the hardy frame. Nestled in the 

industrial design tradition, the Vipp coffee table is designed to stand the test of time in both function and aesthetics. 

Materials

A sturdy frame of die casted, powder-coated aluminium with a tabletop available in polished, natural marble or chev-

ron-patterned, stained oak veneer. 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

We recommend caring for the tabletop to ensure its long-lasting appeal and appearance. Follow the care instructions to 

prevent devitalisation from everyday wear and tear.

Frame

Keep powder-coated surfaces clean and dry. Use a lint-free cleaning cloth or a soft brush with warm water and a mild 

detergent. Clean with a soft brush and, if stained, with a bit of water. Finish by wiping down the surface with a dry cloth.

Tabletop

Marble

Gentle, regular cleaning is recommended. Dust off the surface regularly and wipe down the marble with a damp cloth when 

needed. If necessary, add a mild, acid-free detergent. Remove the detergent with a clean damp cloth. 

Marble is a limestone and does not tolerate any kind of acid (juice, wine, ketchup etc.) 

Stains

Remove the stain immediately using a lint-free cleaning cloth with warm water and a mild detergent.

Avoid using dusting sprays or abrasive cleaners.

In case of fatal damages contact a professional polisher.

Note

The marble tabletop is sensitive and should be treated cautiously. Always use coasters for drinking glasses and rivets for 

hot items to keep your table beautiful and free from marks and stains.

Oak veneer 

Gentle, regular cleaning is recommended. wipe down the oak veneer with a damp cloth, possibly added a mild detergent. 

Avoid using sponges or coarse cloths as this might damage the surface. 

WARRANTY

Vipp offers warranty on your product according to national laws and regulations. The warranty does not cover defects or dam-

age caused directly or indirectly by misuse or poor maintenance, violence or manipulation.

The warranty presupposes rightful use as described in Vipp’s care instructions, which can be found in this folder or under the 

specifications of each product at vipp.com. In case of a defective product, please contact your place of purchase.

For questions regarding your Vipp product:

Europe | info@vipp.com | +45 4588 8800

US | vippusa@vipp.com | +1 (917) 580 2148

ASSEMBLY GUIDE

1. Place the table frame upside-down on a soft underlay to prevent scratches or marks and to protect the floor. 

  Fit one leg into each of the three corresponding connecters (fig. A)

2.  Flip the table carefully, placing it on its feet. Use the 3 M5 screws and washers to complete the assembly of the legs.  

  Carefully tighten the screws until there is no gap between leg and frame. Tighten firmly but do not over-tighten (fig. B)

3. Put the tabletop in place.
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Stains

Carefully remove stains with a solution of water and soap flakes. Do not use sandpaper or similar, as this can damage the 

protective layer of the surface. 

Cleaning with soap flakes:

1. Use ½ deciliter of soap flakes for a liter of hot water. Whip the soap flakes into the water

2. When the water reaches room temperature, apply the foam all over the tabletop with a soft cloth. 

 Only use the foam, not the water, and avoid soaking the wood

3. When the tabletop is dry, polish with a soft, dry cotton cloth

Note

The veneer tabletop should be treated as any other wooden table. We recommend treating the table with a solution of 

water and dissolved soap flakes every 4-6 months to preserve its appearance. Always use coasters for drinking glass and 

rivets for hot items to protect the wooden surface. Patina will emerge over time. 


